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1999: 20 years ago ! 

The first Digital Holography Microscopes  
for simultaneous single shot 
phase and intensity contrast  

measurements 
E. Cuche et al: 



1999: OPTICS LETTERS, Vol. 24, No. 5 Applied Optics, Vol. 38, No. 34 
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Why is the PHASE of the wave relevant ? 

In both bio imaging and material sciences … 
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DHM® for life sciences applications 
Cells are “phase objects” 



DHM® for life sciences applications 

 Label-free non-invasive imaging 
technique (non-perturbing 
measurements) 

 Quantitative information about 
morphology and intracellular 
content 

 Millisecond to multi-days 
continuous recording 



DHM® for life sciences applications 
• PHASE shift images enables to measure distances for each 

pixel of the field of view ! 

 Interferometric resolution 

 Laser metrology 

 Multi wavelengths for large 

distances 

 



PHASE of the wave is relevant  
for both  

bio imaging and material sciences  



Why is SINGLE-SHOT a key ? 



AFM 
Interferometry, 

topography  

Interferometry,  vibrations 

DHM® in material sciences 
A 3D optical profilometer  
• with an interferometric resolution 

• capturing the full field of view in a single shot, without any vertical or lateral scanning  

 

Transmissions 

Reflection 



DHM®: Time-resolved optical profilometry 
Sample 3D topography changes with temperature, chemical action, light 
irradiance, mechanical, electrical, magnetic forces, …. 

– Up to 100’000 fps (standard 190 fps) 

– In liquid, vacuum, high temperature, …  

– Nanometer vertical resolution for an choice of objective 

Smart coating sensitive  
to UV 

Micro hot-plate  
temperature   
deformation 

Graphene membrane  
deformation by pressure  

Self-recovery surface from  
mechanical scraches 



DHM®: 3D MEMS analyzer 

MEMS probing, driving and time-resolved 3D topography up to 25 MHz.  
– In liquid, vacuum, high temperature, …  

– Picometer out-of-plane and nanometers in-plane vibrations resolution 

– Electrical, in- out-of-plane vibration and frequency analysis 

Vibration maps with  
Unrivalled spatial  

resolution 

Measurements  
in vacuum, 
in liquid, … 

Full field of view  
measurements 
up to 25 MHz 

3D time sequence for  
in- & out-of plane  

analysis 



DHM® for material sciences applications 



20 years later … 

Digital Holography Microscopy:  
applications  

in material and life sciences … 



Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer 

• “Simple” system and highly reproducible measurement  

• Simulation of real frictional condition  

– Contact pressure  

– Movement mode  

– Sliding speed  

– Static partner (size, geometry, mechanical properties, etc.)  

– Lubrication  

– Environmental condition (temperature, vacuum, humidity, etc.)  



Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer 

 
 

• Up to now, wear only measured ex situ and post-mortem  
– Common workaround to get wear evolution  
– Several experiments stopped at different duration  
– One experiment stopped various times  
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Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer 



On site Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer 
•  Synchronized with rotation speed of the tribometer 

Dual wavelengths DHM, measurement rate 200 Hz 



On site Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer 
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On site Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer 



On site Ball/Pin-on-Disk tribometer - conclusions 

• New vacuum tribometer with in situ wear measurement 
– Replaces common workaround to get wear evolution  

• Wear only measured ex situ and post-mortem  
• Several experiments stopped at different duration  
• One experiment stopped various times  

• New measurement possibilities 
– Can be operated at high temperature 
– In presence of other gases 

• Instrument  
– Validated by EMPA 
– Sold to other research institute 

 



20 years of DHM applications ! 
• Lyncée Tec has been founded on 2003 

• SINGLE SHOT and PHASE are KEYS ! 

• Many applications demonstrated: DHM used daily for research and QC  

• A full range of products and accessories tailored for both material and life sciences 

CONFIDENTIAL Chapter 3 : Lyncée products and roadmap vs. competition  Copy: Lyncée BoD 
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3 Lyncée products and roadmap vs. competition 

3.1 From sample measurements to data analysis 

The development of DHM® systems requires a large range of technical competences (mechanics, 
optics, electronics, and software), completed with application and market specialists to define systems 
functionalities. Lyncée team has developed standard instruments, as shown in Fig. 3.3.1, based on 
a proprietary technology platform. They are composed in a large part of the same individual opto-

mechanical “bricks”, components, and software libraries (SDK). 

 

Fig. 3.1.1. Lyncée standard instrument range.  Reflection DHM® are intended mostly for surface profilometry in 
material sciences. Transmission DHM® are mostly used in Life Sciences, and also cover applications in micro 

optics and microfluidics. The Macroscope has a fixed field of view of 32mmx32mm. It is used mainly for flatness 
and surface defect measurement. The Lenless DHM® is a low cost and robust system with a fixed magnification. 

It is mainly dedicated for quality control applications.  

 

Lyncée innovation is built on two different 
approaches, basis for its USP. 

First, classical holography has been revisited both 
at numerical and instrumental levels. The Digital 
Holographic Microscopes (DHM®) developed by 
Lyncée capture instantaneously the information 
with a camera in the form of holograms. 

Advanced numerical algorithms then enable to 
extract the information in terms of quantitative 
intensity and phase changes of a laser beam that 
is transmitted or reflected by the sample, 
potentially at several wavelength. 

The second approach is related to the innovative 
interpretation of the wealth of information 

provided by DHM®, in particular for applications in 
both material and life sciences, which cannot be 
performed by any alternative method.  

Lyncée understands that users want to handle the sample, to control the measurement conditions 
(vacuum, liquid, temperature …), to measure, and to analyze the data for extracting the critical 
information accurately. Except perhaps for customers with a strong technical profile, ease-of-use and 
short-overall-measurement time are key decision criteria for purchasing a system. Therefore, Lyncée 
offers in addition to the DHM®, a complete range of solutions that satisfy user’s needs from sample 
handling and conditioning, to data analysis.  

In well-defined applications and markets (Life sciences, 4D, MEMS, reflectometry, Automated Optical 
Inspection), some “solutions” are pre-formatted in order to simplify customer acceptance and options 
choice. Two solutions examples are illustrated here below for MEMS (Fig. 3.1.2) and Life Science 
(Fig. 3.1.3).  

Classical HOLOGRAPHY 

 
Holography, invented in 1947 by the Hungarian physicist Dennis 
Gabor (1900-1979), only reached fruition at the beginning of sixties 

with the appearance of lasers, the only means of obtaining a 
sufficiently intense monochromatic light source. The inventor was 
awarded the Nobel Prize in 1971. 
  

We can see objects because the light that they receive is modified 
before re-emission. This modification occurs on two fundamental 
characteristics of the light, its intensity and its phase (position in 

time). Variations in opacity affect the intensity and differences in 
position change the phase because the light must travel different 
distances. 

 
Detectors capable of receiving an image, notably the camera, are 
however only sensitive to the intensity of the light. They record 
therefore the variations of intensity and not those of the phase. 
Consequently, a part of the information carried by the light is lost. 

The insight of Gabor was to encode the phase modifications as 
variations in intensity, which can be recorded and hence read. It is 

therefore possible to represent the observed objects as phase 

images and obtain quantitative three-dimensional information. 



Many thanks for your attention 
 

Contact: yves.emery@lynceetec.com 


